Marketing Innovation Based on Social Media to Drive MSME Growth during Ramadan: A Consumer Perspective Review
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Abstract. The month of Ramadan often becomes a period where consumer consumption patterns and shopping behaviors undergo significant changes. The development of technology and the widespread penetration of the internet have transformed the marketing landscape, especially during Ramadan. This study aims to provide an analytical review of marketing innovation based on social media to drive MSME growth during Ramadan, examined from the consumer perspective. The research methodology used in this study is a literature review with a qualitative approach and descriptive analysis. This research is based on data obtained from Google Scholar spanning the years 2016-2024. The study results indicate that in the continually evolving digital era, marketing innovation based on social media has become a key driver in expanding reach and enhancing the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), particularly during crucial periods such as Ramadan. The implementation of social media-based marketing strategies has opened new opportunities for MSMEs to directly interact with their potential consumers, increase awareness of the products and services they offer, and build deeper relationships with consumers. Collaboration with influencers, the use of content tailored to Ramadan themes, and understanding consumer perspectives through market research are key factors in marketing success during Ramadan. Furthermore, considering social and religious values in marketing strategies can strengthen brand image and differentiate MSMEs in the increasingly competitive market.
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1. Introduction

The month of Ramadan often becomes a period during which consumer consumption patterns and shopping behaviors undergo significant transformations. Increased religious awareness, shifts in suhoor and iftar schedules, along with intensified religious activities, may influence consumer purchasing dynamics. Therefore, gaining a deep understanding of how consumer behavior metamorphoses during Ramadan is crucial for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to develop targeted and efficient marketing strategies [1].

The advancement of technology and the widespread penetration of the internet have transformed the marketing landscape, particularly in the context of Ramadan. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok have become primary foundations for consumers to seek information, interact with brands, and make purchase transactions during this holy period. The proactive presence of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) on these digital platforms is crucial in establishing strong connections with consumers, building trust, and enhancing sustained engagement throughout the Ramadan month. In this context, leveraging social media-focused marketing strategies can be the key to success for MSMEs to enhance their brand visibility and increase sales during this special period [2].

Strategically minded Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have initiated innovative adoption steps in social media marketing during the Ramadan period [3]. This approach encompasses a range of actions, from creating content tailored to the Ramadan ambiance, offering enticing promotions, actively collaborating...
with relevant influencers, to utilizing special features provided by these social media platforms. However, the success of these strategies not only depends on meticulous implementation but also on MSMEs’ deep understanding of consumer needs and preferences during the holy month. This means that building profound insights into consumer behavior and purchasing patterns is an indispensable foundation for MSMEs in formulating effective and sustainable marketing strategies during Ramadan.

In the planning and execution of social media-based marketing strategies during the Ramadan period, a crucial policy for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) is to deeply understand the consumer perspective. This includes a comprehensive understanding of the religious, cultural, and traditional values that play a significant role in shaping consumer behavior during this holy month. By gaining a mature understanding of these aspects, MSMEs can adapt their marketing messages in such a way that they are more suitable and appealing to their target audience [4]. Furthermore, a deep understanding of the consumer perspective also enables MSMEs to design more targeted and competitive strategies, which in turn can enhance positive interactions with consumers and expand their market share during Ramadan.

The implementation of innovative social media-based marketing strategies during Ramadan has the potential for substantial impact on the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). Apart from increasing brand visibility, this approach also encourages more intensive interactions between MSMEs and consumers, which can lead to increased sales and expanded market coverage. Utilizing social media by MSMEs as a platform to strengthen customer relationships can achieve an increase in consumer loyalty and brand reputation, both of which are key factors in strengthening their position in the local business ecosystem [5], [6]. As a result, the use of smart and targeted social media marketing strategies during Ramadan can act as a catalyst for long-term growth and success for MSMEs in an increasingly competitive market.

Research focusing on the consumer perspective on social media-based marketing innovations during Ramadan will provide a significant contribution to the development of more effective marketing strategies for MSMEs. By understanding consumer preferences, needs, and responses more deeply, MSMEs can direct their marketing efforts more precisely, increase interaction with their audience, and ultimately improve their business performance. Therefore, this research aims to provide an analysis of social media-based marketing innovations to drive MSME growth during Ramadan from the consumer perspective.

1.1 Marketing Innovation

Marketing innovation refers to the development and implementation of new ideas, strategies, or approaches in efforts to promote a company’s products or services more effectively in the ever-changing market [7]. This encompasses the use of new technologies, market discoveries, creativity in product packaging, the development of new business models, or even different approaches in delivering marketing messages to audiences. With marketing innovation, companies can differentiate themselves from competitors, capture consumer attention, build stronger relationships with customers, and enhance their competitive advantage in an increasingly competitive and dynamic market [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

1.2 Social Media

Social media are digital platforms that enable users to interact, share content, and connect with others online [13]. These platforms facilitate two-way communication between individuals, groups, or organizations through various features such as text posts, images, videos, and direct messages. Examples of social media platforms include Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, and TikTok. With widespread and ongoing usage, social media has become a primary communication channel for various purposes, including but not limited to personal communication, news, entertainment, as well as marketing and promotion of products or services [14], [15].

1.3 Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)

Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) refer to business sectors consisting of units with relatively small-scale operations, limited numbers of employees, as well as limited capital and resources [16]. MSMEs play a significant role in the economy as they substantially contribute to economic growth, job creation, and community empowerment [17]. Businesses in the MSME category can vary, ranging from street vendors, small eateries, handicraft businesses, local shops, to small companies in the technology or manufacturing sectors [18]. Due to their small-scale operations, MSMEs are often the focus of economic policies to promote inclusive economic growth, enhance community welfare, and reduce unemployment rates[19].

1.4 Ramadan

Ramadan is the holy month in Islam characterized by fasting practices, worship, spiritual reflection, and charity [20]. In Islamic tradition, the month of Ramadan is considered a special time during which Muslims fast
from dawn until sunset, refraining from food, drink, and other activities deemed to invalidate the fast. During this month, Muslims also increase their worship, read the Quran, and engage in good deeds and charity [21]. Ramadan is also seen as an opportunity to reflect on one's relationship with Allah, strengthen bonds with others, and enhance social awareness and charity [22]. The culmination of Ramadan is Eid al-Fitr, during which Muslims celebrate the end of the fasting month by forgiving one another, gathering with family, and giving alms to those in need.

1.5 Consumers

Consumers are individuals or entities who use goods or services to meet their needs or desires [23]. They are an integral part of the economic process, as their purchasing decisions have a direct impact on the supply and demand of goods and services in the market [24]. Consumers can come from various backgrounds, have diverse preferences, and are influenced by factors such as price, quality, brand, and promotions in making purchasing decisions [25]. In the marketing context, a deep understanding of consumer behavior and preferences is key to designing effective strategies to market products or services, build strong brands, and better meet market needs [26].

2. Method

The research methodology used in this study is a literature review with a qualitative approach and descriptive analysis. This research is based on data obtained from Google Scholar spanning the years 2016-2024. Initially, 50 relevant articles on the research topic were found. However, after a rigorous selection process, 37 of the most relevant and high-quality articles were selected for inclusion in this study. Descriptive analysis method is used to unpack, organize, and present the information obtained from these articles in a narrative manner, without conducting statistical analysis. The qualitative approach is chosen to allow researchers to delve deeper into the understanding of social media-based marketing innovations during Ramadan from the perspective of consumers through interpretation and rich context of qualitative data obtained. By using this approach, this research aims to provide in-depth and descriptive insights into how social media-based marketing innovations affect the growth of MSMEs during Ramadan from the consumer perspective.

3. Result and Discussion

In the continuously evolving digital era, social media-based marketing innovation has become a primary key in expanding the reach and enhancing the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), especially during crucial periods such as Ramadan. Ramadan is not only a sacred month for Muslims but also a significant economic momentum where consumers seek products and services specifically relevant to their needs and traditions during the fasting month. By leveraging social media as a platform to interact and promote products, MSMEs can reach a wider audience and gain significant benefits from increased demand during this period [27].

In the context of advancing digital developments, the implementation of social media-based marketing strategies has opened up significant new opportunities for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to directly interact with their potential consumers, stimulate consumer interest, and increase awareness of the products and services they offer [28]. Various social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and TikTok have become highly effective tools in facilitating the relationship between producers and consumers, enabling MSMEs to promote their products in more engaging ways and target relevant audiences more accurately. By carefully and creatively leveraging the unique features of each platform, MSMEs can create highly attractive content and expand their market reach, which in turn can significantly contribute to the long-term growth of their businesses [29].

In the context of proven effective marketing strategies during Ramadan, there are various innovations made by adapting content to fit the theme and unique atmosphere of Ramadan. For example, providing video tutorials on traditional Ramadan pastry recipes, guides on budget-friendly shopping during the fasting month, or even charity campaigns integrated with product purchases, all have the potential to generate high engagement among consumers seeking inspiration or solutions to meet their needs during this blessed month. Through this approach, businesses can optimize their presence in the dynamic Ramadan market, not only providing relevant products and services but also building strong relationships with consumers based on values cherished during this period, such as togetherness, generosity, and devotion to others.
An important role in developing social media-based marketing strategies during Ramadan is deeply understanding the consumer perspective. In this regard, thorough and in-depth market research can provide valuable insights into consumer preferences [30], purchasing trends, and shopping behaviors that occur during the Ramadan month. A more comprehensive understanding of consumer needs and desires enables Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to direct their marketing efforts more accurately, ensuring that the messages conveyed are not only relevant but also engaging to their target audience [31]. Furthermore, a good understanding of the dynamics of the Ramadan market allows MSMEs to adjust their products and services more effectively, thus providing significant added value to consumers during this period. Thus, through an approach based on a deep understanding of consumers, MSMEs can strengthen their position in the competitive Ramadan market and enhance the success of their marketing and overall business growth.

Additionally, collaborating with influencers or public figures who have significant influence on social media is also a highly effective approach to increase brand and product exposure for MSMEs and build consumer trust [32]. By partnering with influencers who have a wide and influential follower base across various social media platforms, MSMEs can expand their market reach more quickly and efficiently, while simultaneously building brand credibility in the eyes of consumers [33]. This collaboration not only provides a platform for MSME products and services to be introduced to a wider audience but also leverages the social influence of influencers to strengthen positive perceptions of the brand. Thus, through synergy between MSMEs and influencers, not only brand exposure increases, but also closer and more personal relationships between the brand and consumers can be formed, strengthening long-term consumer loyalty and accelerating sustainable business growth.

However, the effectiveness of social media-based marketing strategies during Ramadan does not solely depend on the level of creativity and market understanding. Careful consideration of technical factors is also important. These factors include optimizing content for search engines (SEO) to ensure optimal visibility, analyzing campaign performance regularly to understand consumer trends and responses, and using analytical data to comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of implemented marketing strategies [34]. By considering these technical aspects, MSMEs can ensure that their marketing efforts are not only creative and targeted but also supported by a strong foundation in technical and data aspects. This will not only help in increasing brand exposure and sales during Ramadan but also provide valuable insights for improving marketing strategies in the future.

Therefore, it can be concluded that innovation in social media-based marketing, supported by a deep understanding of consumer perspectives, has significant potential to be key in driving the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) during the Ramadan period. Through the use of social media platforms with the right strategies and innovative creativity, MSMEs can not only expand their market share but also increase sales volume and strengthen their position amidst increasingly fierce business competition. By adopting a holistic and targeted approach, which includes aspects such as market research, collaboration with influencers, SEO optimization, campaign performance analysis, and leveraging analytical data, MSMEs can create sustainable competitive advantages and reap maximum benefits from the significant market potential during Ramadan.

Furthermore, it is important to remember that Ramadan not only marks a business opportunity but also reflects deep social and religious values. Therefore, in developing social media-based marketing innovations, Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) must consider alignment with these values. Building a brand image fueled by values of kindness, solidarity, and social care can be a significant differentiation factor amidst increasingly tight market competition [35]. Strengthening their brand identity as actors who care for society and adhere to business ethics based on justice and favoritism, MSMEs can not only win consumers’ hearts but also build deeper and more sustainable relationships with communities, which in turn can have a positive impact on their business growth.

One strategic approach that can be taken is through organizing campaigns focused on social or charity actions related to Ramadan. For example, Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) can initiate donation programs aimed at helping those in need during the fasting month or organize various community activities that strengthen the relationship between the brand and consumers in the local environment. In addition to increasing social awareness and strengthening the positive brand image, such activities can also open opportunities for MSMEs to interact directly with the community, build trust, and expand support networks and customers. By choosing to commit to values based on kindness and solidarity, MSMEs can not only gain significant reputation benefits but also become agents of change that provide broader positive impacts for the surrounding community.

In the context mentioned, the role of social media is not limited to being a promotional tool but also serves as a means to build deeper and more meaningful relationships with consumers. By actively engaging and
responding on various social media platforms, Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have the opportunity to build loyal and committed communities. These communities, formed through sustained engagement, can become key supporters in increasing awareness and product sales during Ramadan and beyond. In addition to promoting products, continuous interaction also allows MSMEs to listen to and directly respond to consumer needs and desires, thus strengthening relationships and improving customer experience [36]. Therefore, through an approach focused on building emotional and interactive connections with consumers, MSMEs can create a solid stage for sustainable business growth and strengthen their position in the competitive market.

However, to achieve success in implementing social media-based marketing innovations during Ramadan, consistency and patience are also key factors that cannot be overlooked. Considering the changes in consumer behavior and market dynamics during the fasting month, adjustments to marketing strategies and tactics may be necessary from time to time. Therefore, it is important for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to maintain flexibility and be responsive to changes in their business environment [37]. By adopting an adaptive and proactive approach, MSMEs can better face emerging challenges while seizing opportunities that may arise during the Ramadan period. Consistency in delivering marketing messages and patience in building relationships with consumers will help strengthen a reliable and effective marketing foundation in the long run. Thus, MSMEs can ensure that they remain relevant and competitive in the dynamic market, experiencing continuous growth.

Innovation in social media-based marketing strategies during Ramadan goes beyond achieving commercial profit; it also focuses on building meaningful relationships with consumers, contributing to society, and driving sustainable growth for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). Through targeted approaches, innovative creativity, and strong commitment to values aligned with the spirit of Ramadan, MSMEs have great potential to achieve significant success in leveraging the vast market potential during this blessed month. In the process, MSMEs not only build strong and influential brands but also form close bonds with consumers and contribute positively to the surrounding community. Therefore, marketing innovations during Ramadan not only bring business opportunities but also serve as a platform to realize deep social and economic values, creating broader and sustainable impacts for all involved parties.

4. Conclusion

In the continuously evolving digital era, innovation in social media-based marketing has become a key driver in expanding the reach and enhancing the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), especially during critical periods such as Ramadan. The implementation of social media marketing strategies has opened up new opportunities for MSMEs to directly engage with their potential consumers, increase awareness of the products and services they offer, and build deeper relationships with consumers. Collaborating with influencers, using content tailored to the Ramadan theme, and understanding consumer perspectives through market research are key factors in marketing success during Ramadan. Additionally, considering social and religious values in marketing strategies can strengthen brand image and differentiate MSMEs in an increasingly competitive market. Therefore, recommendations based on this research include:

1. Continuously enhance creativity and innovation in social media-based marketing strategies during Ramadan, focusing on content that is relevant to the Ramadan theme and atmosphere to capture consumer interest.
2. Conduct regular market research to understand changes in consumer behavior and purchasing trends during the fasting month, and use this insight to guide more targeted marketing strategies.
3. Leverage collaborations with influencers or public figures to increase brand exposure and expand the reach of the target audience.
4. Maintain consistency and responsiveness in executing marketing strategies, and prepare contingency plans to adjust tactics if needed during Ramadan.
5. Build meaningful relationships with consumers through active and responsive interactions on social media platforms, while considering social and religious values that align with the spirit of Ramadan.
6. Utilize social media not only as a promotional tool but also as a means to build a loyal and committed community, which can support the long-term growth of MSMEs.

By implementing these recommendations, MSMEs can harness the vast market potential during Ramadan and achieve significant success in developing their businesses sustainably.
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